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1. DETAILED EXAMINATION AND AI'iáUSB CF THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL * S PROPOSED 
PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR I960 (Official Records No. 89J 

Documents EB23/AF/WP/1-13) (continued) 

4. Programme Activities (continued) 

斗.7 Health Protection and Promotion (continued) 

4.7.3 Nutrition 

Dr KAUL, Assistant Director-General, said that the work of the Nutrition uait 

was expanding in response to requests by governments and the further development of 

tihe UNICEF programme. It was proposed to recruit an additional secretary. 

Provision was made for assistance to the Indian Council of Medical Research for 

the study of anaemia. It was also proposed to convene the Joint FAO/WHO Expert 

Committee on Nutrition to review the programme and consider what should be done by 

the various interested bodies. As part of the Director-General1 s departmental 

reorganization, responsibility for work on food additives had now been transferred 

to Nutrition from Health Laboratory Methods; another meeting of the Joint FAO/WHO 

Expert Committee on Food Additives was proposed for I960 so that it might submit 

further recommendations on certain public health aspects of the use of food 

additives. 

The CHAIRMAN asked what were the specifically internatiônal aspects of the 

programme. 

Dr KAUL replied that nutritional anaemias were a problem in many areas, parti-

cularly in less developed countries, and had not been given a great deal of attention 

during the early years of the Organization's existence. The causes of such anaemias 

had not been fully investigated so that there was real scope for the encouragement 
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and support of research which could be carried out in such countries as India and 

Mauritius, where there were properly equipped laboratories. It would be interesting to 

ascertain whether nutritional anaemias possessed the same characteristics in all under-

developed countries or whether there were variations due to specific local conditions, 

Dr METCALFE suggested that the problem of helminthiasis was far more extensive in 

those countries and should be tackled first. 

Turning to a more general matter, he believed that the Division of Health 

Protection and ñromotion was covering far too wide 狃 field and was taking up e j e c t s 

which initially TOO had never intended to handle. 

The DIRECTOR-GSEERAL pointed out that the numerousness of the activities under-

taken had been the result of action taken by the Health Assembly and that nutrition had 

been allotted first priority by the First World Health Assembly. However, he had 

taken every precaution to avoid duplicating the work of FAO. Indeed, had he failed tô 

do so, a whole division would have been needed to cope with the multifarious problems 

sometimes mentioned in the Assembly. 

Dr METCALFE observed that the functions delineated in paragraph (1) of section 

4,7.3 were unexceptionable, but the other activities assigned to the Nutrition unit 

represented a dangerous diffusion of effort. 

Mie CHAIRMAN said that Dr Metcalfe had brought out a most difficult problem which 

would surely be given the closest consideration by the Director-General. 

4.7.4 Dental Health 

Dr KAUL, saying that no staff changes were proposed for the Dental Health unit, 

observed that it was proposed to convene in I960 an expert committee on the epidemiology 

oí periodontal disease, the seriousness of which was being increasingly recognized. 

It would be fruitful to review the material at present in proceás- of collection. 
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4.7.5 Cardiovascular Diseases 

Dr KAUL said that WHO was now entering the field of cardiovascular diseases on 

a substantial scale and two expert groups had recommended certain lines of investi-

gation once information had been obtained on a number of environmental and epidemio-

logical factors. The data were to be examined by the proposed expert committee on 

cardiovascular diseases and hypertension to 

establishing the influence of environmental 

of those diseases and perhaps to suggesting 

created in 1958, the work having previously 

Occupational Health. 

be convened in i960 with a view to 

and occupational factors on the incidence 

a control programme. The unit had been 

been the responsibility of Social and 

4.7.6 Cancer 

Dr KAUL said that the Cancer unit, which had now assumed responsibility for the 

work previously carried out hy Social and Occupational Health, had also taken over-

certain activities in regard to cancer performed by Health Laboratory Methods. It 

was proposed to continue giving assistance to two international centres for histo-

pathological reference preparations, as recommended by an expert committee. 

Professor ZHDANOV asked why the two important units - Cardiovascular Diseases 

and Cancer - whose responsibilities were immense, were not to have the support of 

consultative and scientific centres as was the case for Virus Diseases. Histopatho-

logical problems were far from being the most important aspects of cancer research. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained that at first sight the two units indeed appeared 

small in relation to their responsibilities, but it should be remembered that any 
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positive action on cardiovascular diseases and cancer had been postponed for a 

considerable time and it was only as a consequence of the decision taken by the 

Eleventh World Health Assembly that he had had to prepare plans for the development 

and co-ordination of a programme of research. It was hoped that the necessary 

expansion could be financed from the special account set tip by the Organization for 

the purpose of stimulating research, ?he assistance to the international centres 

for histopathological reference preparations was being started on the recommendation 

of an expert committee and he hoped that it could be extended to other types of 

cancer and at a quicker pace than would have been possible if he had had to rely 

entirely on sums from the regular budget. 

With regard to Dr Metcalfe's comment^ he pointed out that there also existed 

the opposite school of thought which had criticized the Organization for not giving 

sufficient attention to a number of other matters such as accident prevention, problems 

of aging and the aged, rheumatic diseases and the rehabilitation of the physically 

handicapped. 

Dr METCALFE said that there was hardly an under-developed country where the main 

health problem was not providing a good water supply. That was his reason for 

feeling sceptical about the utility of WHO undertaking ambitious programmes connected 

with cardiovascular diseases and cancer, which presented no problem to less^developed 

areas and which the more advanced countries could handle quite satisfactorily on 

their own. 

The CHAIRMAN considered that an international exchange of information on cardio-

vascular diseases and cancer would be generally beneficial and therefore endorsed 

the proposal to support the international centres for histopathological reference 

preparations. WHO was faced with an inevitable decision as to how much of its 
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resources should be devoted to the application of existing knowledge and how much to 

the support of new research. 

Professor CANAPERIA observed that the Committee would presumably have a further 

opportunity of discussing the matter when it considered the proposed operations to 

be financed from the Special A count for Research Planning. 

The CHAIRMAN confirmed that the matter would come up under Annex 5 to the 

proposed programme and budget. He also drew tha attention of members to document 

EB2)/55, containing the Director-Generalfs report to the Executive Board on the 

role of WHO in medical research» 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL reminded members that the sum given by the United States 

Government had been given for the development of a plan for an intensified research 

programme and not for the implementation of such a programme. 

To Professor CANAPERIA, who questioned whether all the money would really be 

absorbed in that way, he replied in the affirmative, pointing out that the assistance 

of a considerable number of experts in different fields would be required. 

4«8 Environmental Sanitation 

Dr KAUL explained that the broad fields of work covered by the division were 

described under separate headings for the first time. The only proposed staffing 

change was the recruitment of an additional secretary in Rural Sanitation. 
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4.8.1 Urban Sanitation 
一 • •• - -i II -i,"—• -i 11 m m M, __ 

Dr KAUL said that no new activities were contemplated. 

The CHAIRMAN.，observing that urban sanitation was a vast subject, said he 

presumed that VffiO had to confine itself to giving advice. Was there much oall for 

its services? 

Dr KAUL said that the Organization had concentrated on evolving standards for 

v;ater supplies and had published a set of guiding principles. A series of meetings 

and conferences on the subject had been held, particularly in Europe- frora vriiich it 

harl become apparent that in шалу urban areas the water supply was inadequate, both 

in quantity and in quality, so that governments welcomed advice on methods of 

organizing and Improving supplies. There was an even greater need for help in 

'.tader^dsTelcped countries. 

Professor CANAPERIA remarked that air pollution might oonstitute a far greater 

problem in certain highly-industrialized regions. 

Dr KAUL agreed， and added that the question came within the purview of Urban 

Sanitation. 

4=8.2 Rural Sanitation 

Dr KAUL said that it was planned to expand work on rural sanitation, 

particularly in regard to the environmental control of diarrhoeal and vector-borne 

diseases, and to give assistance in the development of rural water supplies and 

housing, WHO was also collaborating on a small scale with UNESCO in the work v;eing 

carried out on the development of arid and humid zones. 
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Dr METCALFE asked whether the collaboration with UNESCO chiefly centred on 

sanitation problems. 

Mr CLARK (Environmental Sanitation) replied that WHO was mainly interested in 

problems connected with the supply of water for human consumption, since certain 

diseases such as bilharziasis could be transmitted through water, and also ln the 

general ^slologioal effects of the arid environment ш the human organization. 

It was consequently ocaioemed in how such knowledge could be applied so as to develop 

better housing. Its role had so far been purely advisory. 

4.8.3 Vector Control and Pesticides 

Dr KAUL, observing that the functions carried out by the unit were of great 

importance, explained that provision had beesn made for contractual technioal services 

for the support of insecticide and vector control studies as described. It was also 

proposed to convene an expert ccmmittee on the disinsectization of aircraft, which 

was becoming a pressing problem owing to the international quarantine regulations. 

There had been much discussion on the best methods of applying the various procedures. 

It was hoped that by i960 there would be adequate data for the expert committee to 

formulate recommendations. 

Dr SINGH asked whether recent studies on resistance to insecticides indicated 

that resistance was a general phenomenon and whether any effort was being made to 

use those types capable of overcoming resistance. 
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Dr KAUL replied that several new species of the anopheles mosquito had shown 

resistance anô the latest had come from Latin America. It was conceivable that 

resistance would hamper the eradication programme, but, at the present moment, no 

strains had proved to be resistant to both DDT and dieldrin, so that it was possible 

to use them as alternatives. However, in one or two cases there seemed some likelihood 

of resistance developing to both types of insecticide, so that it was important to 

experiment with other types, for example, of the organo-phosphorus variety. 

Dr SINGH emphasized that the problem was vitally important. If insecticides 

were to lose their efficacy, not only scientific but even political repercussions 

might ensue. Hence such research deserved every support. 

^.8.4 Environmental Biology 

Dr KAUL said that there was no new activity to report. The functions of the 

unit had previously been carried out by specialized staff in the Division. 

The CHAIRMAN wondered what was the precise distinction between the functions of 

the unit and those of Vector Control and Pesticides. The contractual technical 

services appeared to be the same in both cases. 

Dr KAUL explained that the responsibilities of the Environmental Biology unit 

were broader in as much as it was called upon to co-ordinate fundamental research 

and to deal with insect and vector control problems. 
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The DIKECTOR-QEWERAL drew the attention of the members to the provisions of 

resolution WHA11.27, whereby he was required to report to the Twelfth World Health 

Assembly on the work and achievements of the Organization in assisting governments in 

the environmental sanitation field and to suggest further activities, as well as ways 

and means of financing them. That report was at present being prepared. 

The CHAIRMAN said that it would be useful to hear a brief preliminary report 

on bow the atudies in the environmental sanitation were being carried out. 

ïhe DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that an oral statement could be made to the Board. 1 

Dr SHOIB asked whether there was any mention of housing problems, which were so 

pressing in a number of countries. 

Dr KAUL drew attention to the programme outlined in section 4.8.2 (paragraph 2) 

and added that the Executive Board had agreed at its twenty-first session that WHO 

should make a start on studying the health aspects of the broad programme of 

ooncerted action with the United Nations on water resources, housing, building and 

planning, community developnent, urbanization and industrialization. A start had 

been made but it was too early to report on, progress. 

4.9 Education and Training 

Dr KAUL explained that no staffing changes were proposed in the Division of 

Education and Training. The names of two of its subsidiary units had been modified 

to reflect more faithfully their terms of reference. 

1 See minutes of the thirteenth meeting of the Executive Board 
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4.9.I Fellowships 

Dr KAUL said that an expert ccanmittee on recommended requirements for schools 

of public health was proposed, in the li幼t of the recommendation made by the Expert 

Committee on Professional and Technical Education of Medical and Auxiliary Personnel 

convened in 1958: 

In reply to a question by the CHAIRMAN, he observed that the plana for 

implementing the recommendation were not yet ccmplete, but he anticipated that the 

expert committee would consist of persons responsible for the training of public 

health personnel, with some public health administrators. 

Pr MOORE stressed the importance of publio health administrators being strongly 

represented on the Committee. Ohe curricula offered by public health training 

institutions urgently required revision so as to bring them into line with the kind 

of work the students would subsequently be called upon to perform. 

The CHAIRMAN wondered what was meant by "detailed standards of requirements", 

and doubted whether any two training institutions would agree bn them. 

Dr KAUL said that in recent years the consensus of opinion on curricula had 

grown and a number of conmonly accepted principles adaptable to local oonditions had 

emerged. Representatives from the public health training institutions in which the 

majority of WHO fellows had been placed had attended the Expert Committee on 

Professional and Technical Education of Medical and Auxiliary Personnel whose 

report (document EB23/7) was being submitted to the Board. 
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The CHAIRMAN observed that that committee's recommendations had been extremely 

general, whereas the proposed committee to be convened in I960 was being called upon 

to prepare "detailed standards of requirements", 

Dr KAUL said that such standards would be particularly useful for new 

institutions and could be devised in such a form that they could be modified to 

suit local conditions while conforming to certain broad rules. 

The CHAIRMAN stressed that the requirements should be defined by public health 

administrators themselves. 

Dr KAUL said that that need was fully recognized. He weloorned the stress 

placed upon it by the Chairman. 

4.9.2 E d u c ^ i m Medicine and Allied Subject^ 

Dr KAUL said that the report on CIOMS (document EB2VAP/WP/9) 1 gave an account 

of the establishment of CIOMS and its work programme. Initially its purpose had 

been to co-ordinate medical congresses, but it had since assumed other functions^ 

such as the organizing of symposia and seminars. It had initially been sponsored 

by UNESCO and WHO, but was also obtaining subscriptions and grants fron private 

foundations and institutions• It had some fifty organizations as members and four 

associate members. This unit had prepared for publication a directory of medical 

schools and was collecting further information on the medical and veterinary field. 

It was also proposed to continue the scheme for the exchange of research workers as 

1 Reproduced as Appendix 9 to Off, Rec, Wld Hlth Org. 92 
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in previous years, and provision was made for an expert committee on the preventive 

aspects in the teaching of the basic medical sciences, so as to wind up the work of 

a series of previous meetings. 

Dr MOORE recalled that at the twenty-first session of the Board he had 

questioned the value of WHO continuing to support CIOMS, whose utility he did not 

doubt, but from which he did not see how the Organization could derive any direct 

benefit. 

Dr KAUL pointed out that CIOMS could perform certain useful functions far more 

cheaply than WHO itself, and medical congresses were necessary for, Inter alia, the 

promotion of research. If WHO withdrew its support it might be more difficult to 

discharge certain co-ordinating duties. 

ClOf® was seeking to become fully self-supporting but the prospects for 

achieving that did not seem very good, at least in the near future. At present 

WHO,s grant was being used to finance the salaries of the secretariat and partly 

to finance the co-ordination of congresses. 

4.10 Editorial and Reference Services 

Dr DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, introduced the section relating to the 

Division of Editorial and Reference Services, which serviced the whole of the 

Organization. He outlined the various functions and units of that Division. 
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As the Committee was aware, the Board would be considering an organiaational 

study on publications, in respect of which an extensive document would be submitted, 

including information on the Division of Public Information as well as on Editorial 

and Reference Services. The present section 4.10 covered only the Official 

Records and technical publications. 

The CHAIRMAN, referring to the paragraph on distribution and sales in 

section 4.10.0, noted with interest that a new catalogue of publications had 

appeared for 1959. He hoped that it would be widely distributed and that it would 

be successful in promoting demand. 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the catalogue referred to by the 

Chairman was in fact a periodical publication that was widely distributed through 

the normal channels. A publication of particular interest was the classified 

bibliography that had appeared at the time of the Tenth World Health Assembly. 

In reply to a point raised by Professor CANAPERIA, he stated that the 

estimated printing costs relating to Editorial and Reference Services were given 

on pages 68-9 of the budget volume. The total of $ 1б5 ООО did not include 

the Official Reoords, the printing costs of v^iich were shown under Organizational 

Meetings, or the Teohnical Report Serl. R. the printing of which was barged as 

part of the cost of the expert committees and groups concerned. 
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He called attention to the fact that printing costs had gone up by $ 12 000 

for i960 as compared vith 1959• The number of pages in the Bulletin, the Chronicle 

and the International Digest of Health Legislation had increased. However, the 

main increase， to. the extent of | 8500，was due to the increase in epidemiological 

publications； the number of pages was in direct relation to the amount of 

information which was being received* There h8.d stXso been 011 incr6Q.se of % 36OO 

in the cost of the Technical Beport Series, although that was not mentioned in the 

table at present under consideration^ as there had been more meetings of expert 

committees and groups. The printing costs for Official Becords had decreased as 

there vould be no nev edition of the Handbook of Résolutions and Decisions for 1960. 

Details of sales vould be submitted to tlie Boarcl for its information but were 

of course available for the Standing Committee should it so wish. 

Dr SHOIB considered that the salaries for the staff - of the Division of 

Editorial and Eeference Services， shown on pages 63-64 of Official Becords No. 89 

as totalling some | 700 000， seemed somewhat out of proportion to the total budget 

of the Organization. 

The DEPUTY DIKECTOE-GENERAL explained that the Division of Editorial and 

Eeference Services was not only responsible for all publications but also included 

library and translation staff. Indeed^ the requirements for translation vere 

growing because of the increase in the volume of âocumentatior^ some of which was 

also appearing in more languages than In the past. In fact, the difficulty of 

keeping abreast with all the translation that had to be done was one of the reasons 

for any delays in circulating documentation. 
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He or the Director of the Division would be glad to give any details on 

staffing. Иав figures for i960 represented a small increase as compared with. 1959. 

Dr SHOIB vas satisfied vith that explanation. 

In reply to a point raisea by Dr METCALFE, the ВЕРОТГ DIEECTOB-GENERAL said 

that the cost per copy of the French edition of the Xatematlonal Digest of Health 

Legislation vas greater than for the English edition as it was in inverse 

proportion to the number of copies printed. 

Dr MOQKE noted that the same applied to the reports of the Executive Board. 

紅.11 Programme Oo-orainatlon 

Dr KAUL said that there were no changes in staffing. 

12 Programme Evaluation 

Dr KAUL outlined the functions of Programme Evaluation^ which was a small unit 

and represented a continuing activity. 

In reply to a request from Dr MOOEE for clarification as to what work on 

methodology of evaluation involveâ in practice, he said that the unit was 

endeavouring to develop procedures anâ principles for the evaluation of the 

Organization's projects, including such joint activities as those undertaken in 

co-operation with UNICEF and the Technical Assistance Programme, Activities in 

evaluation were still experimental^ as it was clearly difficult to establish 

methods whereby the exact value of programmes could be assessed and to evaluate 
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any improvement in the health situation of a country. Tho unit was responsible 

for co-ordinating evaluation work done at the field and regional levels and； on 

the basis of such vork, for laying down principles and basic criteria to enable 

the Organization to assess projects on their completion» 

ïhe CHAERMAK recalleü that a system of questionnaires had been evolved in the 

past for evaluating projects to see if their purpose had in fact been achieve^» 

He presmed that a $îmilar system was still being followed. 

Dr KAUL confirmed that that vas the case. Begular evaluation reports were 

sent to Headquarters on tbe various projects^ 

Dr MOORE asked what qualifications had been required of the evaluation officer 

in the imit. 

Dr KAUL saia that the officer in charge of the unit vas essentially 

specialized in public heal'tii； the need had been for an officer with a statistical 

background or interest which could be applied to the public health fields The 

assistant to that officer had special knowledge of statistical methodology. 

The DIEECTOE-GEMEEAL recalled that the question of programme evaluation had a 

long history in the Organization. The Official Records of the various sessions of 

the Executive B)ard vould provide details of that. 
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He recalled that the Sixth World Health Assembly had requested the Exeoutive 

Board to report to the Seventh World Health Assembly on a study of programme analysis 

and evaluation. The Executive Board at its twelfth and thirteenth sessions had 

studied the matter and the Seventh World Health Assembly, having considered the 

Board's report, had requested it to prepare a further report for the Eighth World 

Health Assembly. In its resolution EB15.断 the Executive Board had stated its 

belief that the results obtained by the experimental application of the basic 

principles set out had proved that those principles were adequate for the progress 

assessment of assistance to governments and that they should be applied to the work 

of the Organization with the necessary adjustments of the methods on the basis of 

the experience gained. The Eighth World Health Assembly had noted the report 

on the study of programme analysis and evaluation made by the Executive Board at 

its fifteenth session and had requested the Director-General to continue the 

application of programme analysis and evaluation to the work of the Organization. 

He was accordingly continuing to apply programme evaluation with, in some eases, 

differing methodology, the need for which had. become apparent in practice. 

In reply to a question from the CHAIRMAN «s to whether programme evaluation 

was of real value to him in the process of assessment, he said that in the present 

situation it was helpful in respect of the final reports on projects and of the 
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reactions of governments. Obviously^ no ideal method of evaluation had as yet 

been evolved where public health vorfe vas concerned^ but the methods used had 

given acceptable results and had provided him with some guidance. 

Dr MOOEE emphasized hov extremely difficult such vork vas. From his own 

experience^ that type of evaluation tended to give an over-optimistic impression 

of the situation. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL stressed that the programme evaluation being undertaken 

in thé Organization was essentially for internal use and for the information of 

governments. The evaluation reports were not intended for publication. 

13 Supply 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, said that there was no request for any 

increase in staff for tha Office of Supply In i960. He referred the Committee to 

document EB25/af/W3?/11》which gave the workload statistics for 1953-58^ and called 

particular attention to page 烽 ， l i n e s (6) and (7)，vhich showed an increase of 52 

and 57 per cent, respectively in the line items of supplies and equipment purchased 

and the number of shipments made* As the volume of wort increased it vould be 

necessary in tho future to provide for more staff. 

In reply to a point raised by the CHAIRMAN, he confirmed that it was the 

practice for WHO to make a three per cent, service charge to goveniments. A 

separate document on that matter would be submitted to tho Executive Воагй. 

1 Reproduced, in revised form, as Appendix 10 to Off• Rec. ^ld Hlth Org. 92 
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The CHAIEMAN suggested that Appropriation Section 5, Eegional Offices, be 

held over until a later stage in the Committee
1
s deliberations. 

It was so a^reed# 

6. Expert Committees 

There were no comments, 

8- Administrative Services 

The CHAIEMAN callea attention to page 15 of document EB23/AF/Wp/5^ which 

should be read in conjunction vith pages 73-82 of Official Becoras No. 89. 

Mr SIEGEL, giving a general introduction to Administrative Services^ said 

that he had already referred to document EB23/AP/WP/ll, vhich provided the 

statistical data reflecting the vorkload in a number of tho organizational units 

of the Administrative Services. Document EB23/AF/WP/5 showed, on page 16，that 

nine nev posts were proposed for I960, 

The Committee would recall that the Executive Board .had been informed for 

the past two years that the administrative staff vere already overburdened with 

vork, that a considerable amount of overtime vas being done and that there would 

have to be some increase in staff if the situation continuée». lhe administrative 

staff had increased by six and a half per cent, over the period 1953-58, While 

the increase in vorkloaa of the units concerned varied, the median increase in the 

vorkload in that same period amounted to about 65 per cent. The Organization's 

resources had increased considerably over those years and that had, of course^ 
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resulted in an increase in the workload. It was now felt that some increase in 
• . 

administrative staff was absolutely necessary. 

He would be glad to supply any other information required on any detailed 

points. 

8•5 Public Information 

Professor CANAPERIA asked for clarification as to the functions of the 

consultants for which provision was- made in the estimates for the Division of 

Public Information. 

Mr HANDLER, Director, Division of Public Information, explained that 

consultants were used mainly for the preparation of booklets, articles and other 

types of information material relating to special aspects of the Organization's 

work. For instance, in 1958 Ritchie Calder had been engaged as a consultant to 

write Ten Steps Forward, which dealt with the first ten years of the Organization's 

existence. For 1959, several consultants were being engaged to prepare a series 

of articles showing the importance of the malaria eradication work carried out in 

various parts of the world. 

Consultants were generally used on the basis of co-operation with newspapers, 

radio networks and film organizations, which usually paid salaries. WHO was 

responsible for per diem and travel. 

The CHAIRMAN noted that there were no further comments on Administrative 

Services. 

He called the Committee's attention to documents EB2^/AF/^?/12 and 

EB23/AF/VP/13, which had been circulated at the request of a member of the 
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Standing Committee. The infonaation therein would be incorporated in the 

Committee's report to the Board. 

2. AMOUKCEMENT COMCEENING MALABIA ERADICATION SPECIAL ACCOUNT 

îbe DXKECTOE-GENSEAL said he was glad to announce that he had been informed 

by the Unitea States Perraanent Delegation to the European Office of the United 

Nations and the specialized agencies in Geneva that the ünlteñ States Penaanent 

Delegate would present him, on behalf of his Govoramont, vith a contribution of 

尨 3 ООО ООО for 1959 for tbe Malaria Eradication Special Account. The present-

ation would take place in his office that afternoon at 5.50 P.m. Any members 

of the Committee vho wislxed to attend would be wolcome. 

The aeeting rose at 5.X5 P.m. 
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1. DETAIIED EXAMINATION AND ANALYSIS OP THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL 'S PROPOSED 
PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR i960 (Official Records No. 89； 
Documents EB23/AP/WP/1-11 (continued)) — — — 

4. Programme Activities (continued) -

4.7 Health Protection and Promotion (continued) 

4.7.3 Nutrition 

Dr KAUL, Assistant Director-General, said that the worK of the Nutrition unit 

was expanding in response to requests by governments and the further development of 

the UNICEF programme. It was proposed to recruit an additional secretary. 

Provision was made for assistance to the Indi ал Council of Medical Research for 

the study of anaemia. It was also proposed to convene the Joüit FAO/VfHO Expert 

Committee on Nutrition to review the programme and consider what should be done by 

the various interested bodies• As part of the Direсtor-General1 s departmental 

reorganization, responsibility for worK on food additives had now been transferred 

: i . . . 

to Nutrition from Health Laboratory Methods; another meeting of the Joint PAO/WHO 

Expert Committee on Pood Additives was proposed for i960 so that it might submit 

further recommendations on certain public health aspects of the use of food additives. 

The CHAIRMAN asked what were the specifically international aspects of the 

programme• 

Dr KAUL replied that nutritional anaemias were a problem in many areas, particu* 

larly in less developed countries and had not been given a great deal of attention 

during the early years of the Organization's existence. The causes of such anaemias 

had not been fully investigated so that there was real scope for the encouragement 
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and support of research which could be carried out in suoh countries as India and 

Mauritius, where there were properly equipped laboratories. It would be interesting to 

ascertain whether nutritional anaemias possessed the same characteristics in all under-

developed countries or whether there were variations due te specific local conditions. 

Гг METCALPE suggested that the problem of helminthiasis was far more extensive 

in those countries and should be tackled first. 

Turning to a more general matter, he believed that the Division of Health 

Protection and Promotion was covering far too wide a field and was taking up subjects 

which initially WHO had never intended to handle. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL pointed Out that the numeroueness of the activities under-

taken had been the result of action taken by the Health Assembly and that nutrition 

had been allotted first priority by the First World. Health Assembly. However, he had 

taken every precaution to avoid duplicating the work of РАО. Indeed had he failed 

to do so, a whole division would have been needed to cope with the multifarious 

problems sometimes mentioned in the Assembly. 

Dr METCALFE observed that -«ie functions delineated in paragraph (1) of section 

4 . 7 0 were unexceptionable, but the other activities assigned to the Nutrition unit 

represented a dangerous diffusion of effort. 

The CHAIRMAN said that Dr Metcalfe had brought out a most difficult problem 

which would surely be given the closest consideration by the Direсtor-General. 

. 杯 . 7 . 杯 Dental Health 

Dr KAÜI, saying that no staff changes were prpposed for the Dental Health unit» 

observed that it was proposed to convene in i960 an expert committee on the epidemi辨ogj 

of periodontal disease, the seriousness of which was being Increasingly recognized. 

It would be fruitful to review the material at present in ©roeess of eoneetlon. 
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4.7.5 Carttovaaoular Diseases 

Dr KAUL said that WHO was now entering the field of cardiovascular diseases on 

ô substantial scale, and two expert groups had recommended certain lines of investig 

ation once information had been obtained on a number of environmental and epidemio-

logical factors. That data was to be examined by the proposed expert ooramittee on 

cardiovascular diseases and hypertension to 

establishing the influence of environmental 

of those diseases and perhaps to suggesting 

created in 1958, the work having previously 

Occupational Health, 

4.7.6 Cancer 

be convened in i960 with a view to 

and occupational factors on the incidence 

a control programme. The unit had been 

been the responsibility of Social and 

Dr KAUL said that the Cancer unit, which had now assumed responsibility for the 

work previously carried out by Social and Occupational Health, had also taken ovar 

certain activities in regard to cancer performed by Health Laboratory Methods. It 

was proposed to c«itinue giving assistanoe to two international centres for 

histopathological reference preparations, as recommended by an expert committee. 

Professor ZHDANOV asked why the two important units - Cardiovascular Diseases 

and. Cancer - whose responsibilities were immense, were not to have the support of 

consultative aad scientific centres as was the case for Virus Diseases. Histopatho-

logical problems were far from being the most important aspects of cancer researoh. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained that at first sight the two units indeed appeared 

small in relation to their responsibilities, but it should be remembered that any 
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positive action on cardiovascular diseases and cancer had been postponed for a 

considerable time and it was only as a consequenoe of the decision taken by the 

Eleventh World Health Assembly that he had had to prepare plans for the development 

and co-ordination of a programme of research. It was hoped that the necessary 

expansion could be financed from the special account set up by the Organization for 

the purpose of stimulating research. The assistance to the international centres 

for histopathological reference preparations was being started on the recommendation 

of an expert committee and he hoped that it could be extended to other types of cancer 

and at a quicker pace than would have been possible if he had had to rely entirely 

on sums frora the regular budget. 

With regard to Dr Metcalfe's cogent, he pointed out that there also existed 

the opposite school of thought 吡ich had criticized the Organization for not giving 

sufficient attention to a number of other matters such' as accident prevention, 

problems of aging and the aged, rheumatic diseases and the rehabilitation of the 

physically handicapped. 

Dr METCALFE said that there was hardly an underdeveloped country where the main 

health problem was not providing a good water supply. That was his reason for feeling 

sceptical about the utility of WHO undertaking ambitious programmea coimeoted with 

cardiovascular diseases and cancer, which presented no problem to less-developed 

areas and which the more advanced countries could handle quite satisfactorily on 

their own. 

The CHAIRMAN oonsidered that an international exchange of information on cardio-

vascular diseases and cancer would be generally beneficial and therefore endorsed the 

proposal to support the international centres for histopathological reference 

preparations. WHO was faced with an inevitable decision as to how much of its 
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resources should be devoted to the application of existing knowledge and how much to 

the support of new research. 

Professor CANAPERIA observed that the Committee would presumably have a further 

opportunity of discussing the matter when it considered the proposed operations to 

be finanoed from the Special A：count for Research Planning. 

The CHAIRMAN confirmed that the matter would come up under Annex 5 to the 

proposed programme and budget. He also drew the attention of members to document 

EB23/55, containing the Director-General1s report to the Executive Board on the 

role of WHO in medical research. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL reminded members that the sum given by the United States 

Government had been given for the development of a plan for an intensified research 

programme and not for the implementation of such a progranrae. 

To Professor Canaperia, who questioned whether all the money would really be 

absorbed in that way, he replied in the affirmative, pointing out that the assistance 

of a considerable number of experts in different fields would be required. 

4.8 Environmental Sanitation 
I • • II _ • _ . _ • _ . _ I_____I_III_ 1_|_國_丨晒_ I_I_|| _ _ Я 

Dr KAUL explained that the broad fields of work covered by the division were 

described under separate headings for the first time. The only proposed staffing 

change was the recruitment of an additional secretary in Rural Sanitation. 
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4.8.1 Urban Sanitation 

Dr KAUL said that no new activities were contemplated. 

The CHAIRMAN, observing that urban sanitation was a vast subject, said he 

presumed that WHO had to confine itself to giving advice. Was there much call for 

its services? 

Dr KATIL said that the Organization had concentrated on evolving standards for 

water supplies and had published a set of guiding principles. A series of meetings 

and conferences on the subject had been held, particularly in Europe, from vdlich it 

had become apparent that in many urban areas the water supply was inadequate, both 

in quantity and in quality, so that governments welcomed advice on methods of 

organizing and improving supplies/ Hiere was an even greater need for help in 

underdeveloped countries. 

Professor CANAPERIA remarked that air pollution might constitute a far greater 

problem in certain highly-industrialized regions. 

Dr K A X agreed， and added that the question саше within tile purview of Urban 

Sanitation。 

4/8,2 Rural Sanitation 

Dr KAUL said that it was planned to expand work on rural sanitation, 

particularly in regard to the environmental control of diarrhoeal and vector-borne 

diseases, and to give assistance in the development of rural water supplies and 

housing• WHO was also collaborating on a small scale with UNESCO in the work being 

carried out on the development of arid and humid zones. 
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Dr METCALFE asked whether the collaboration with UNESCO ohiefly centred on 

sanitation problems. 

Mr CLARK (Environmental Sanitation), replied that WHO was mainly interested in 

problems connected with the supply of water for human consumption, since certain 

diseases such as bilharziasis could be transmitted through water, and also in the 

general physiological effects of the arid environment on the human organization. 

It was consequently oonceraed In how such knowledge could be applied so as to develop 

better housing. Its role had so far been purely advisory. 

4.8.3 Vector Control and Pesticides 

Dr KAUL, observing that the functions carried out by the unit were of great 

importance, explained that provision had been made for contractual technical services 

for the support of insecticide and vector control studies as described. It was also 

proposed to convene an expert committee on the disinsectization of aircraft, which 

was becoming a pressing problem owing to the international quarantine regulations. 

There had been much discussion on the best methods of applying the various procedures. 

It was hoped that by I960 there would be adequate data for the expert committee to 

formulate recommendations. 

Dr SINffll asked whether recent studies on resistance to insecticides indicated 

that resistance was a general phenomenon and whether any effort was being made to 

use those types capable of overcoming resistance. 
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Dr KAUL replied that several new species of the anopheles mosquito had shown 

resistance and the latest had come from Latin America. It was conceivable that 

resistance would hamper the eradication prograurane, but, at the present moment, no 

strains had proved to be resistant to both DDT and dieldrin, so that it was possible 

to use them as alternatives. However, in one or two cases there seemed some likelihood 

of resistance developing to both types of insecticide, so that it was important to 

experiment with other types, for example, of the organo-phosphorus variety. 

Dr SINGH emphasized that the problem was vitally important. If insecticides 

were to lose their efficacy# not only scientific but even political repercussions 

might ensue• Hence such research deserved every support. 

4.8.4 Environmental Biology 

Dr KAUL said that there was no new activity to report• The functions of the 

unit had previously been carried out by specialized staff in the Division. 

The CHAIRMAN wondered what was the precise distinction between the functions of 

the unit and those of Vector Control and Pesticides. The contractual technical 

services appeared to be the same in both cases. 

DP KAUL explained that the responsibilities of the Environmental Biology unit 

were broader in as much as it was called upon to co-ordinate fundamental research 

and to deal with insect and vector control problems. 
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The DIRECTOR-QENERAL drew the attention of the members to the provisions of 

resolution WHA11.27, whereby he was required to report to the Twelfth World Health 

Assembly on the work and achievements of the Organization in assisting governments in 

the environmental sanitation field and to suggest further activities, as well as ways 

and means of financing them. That report was at present being prepared. 

The CHAIRMAN said that it would be useful to hear a brief preliminary report 

on how the studies in the environmental sanitation were being carried out. 

Tfee DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that an oral statement oould be made to the Board. 

Dr SHOIB asked whether there was any mention of housing problems, which were so 

pressing In a number of countries. 

Dr KAUL drew attention to the programme outlined in section 4.8.2 (paragraph 2) 

and added that the Executive Board had agreed at its twenty-first session that WHO 

should make a start on studying the health aspects of the broad programme of 

concerted action with the United Nations on water resources, housing, building and 

planning, community development, urbanization and industrialization. A start had 

been made but it was too early to report on progress. 

4.9 Education and Training 

Dr KAUL explained that no staffing changes were proposed in the Division of 

Education and Training. The names of two of its subsidiary units had bean modified 

to reflect more faithfully their terms of reference. 
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4.9.1 Fellowships 

Dr KAUL said that an expert committee on recommended requirements for schools 

of public health was proposed, in the light of the recommendation made by the Expert 

Committee on Professional and Technical Education of Medical and Auxiliary Personnel 

convened in 1958二 

In reply to a question by the CHAIRMAN, he observed that thç plans for 

implementing the recommendation were not yet complete, but he anticipated that the 

expert committee would consist of persons responsible for the training of public 

health personnel, with some public health administrators. 

Dr MOORE stressed the importance of public health administrators being strongly 

represented on the Committee. The curricula offered by public health training 

institutions urgently required revision so as to bring them into line with the kind 

of work the students would subsequently be called upon to perform. 

The CHAIRMAN wondered what was meant by "detailed standards of requirements", 

and doubted whether any two training institutions would agree ш them. 

Dr KAUL said that in recent years the consensus of opinion on curricula had 

grown and a number of commonly accepted principles adaptable to local oonditions had 

emerged. Representatives from the public health training institutions in which the 

majority of WHO fellows had been placed had attended the Expert Committee on 

Professional and Technical Education of Medical and Auxiliary Personnel whose 

report (document EB23/7) was being submitted to the Board. 
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The CHAIRMAN observed that that conmittee's recommendations had been extremely 

general, whereas the proposed committee to be convened in i960 was being called upon 

to prepare "detailed standards of requirements". 

Dr KAUL said: that suoh standards would be particularly useful for new institutions 

and could be devised in such a form that they oould be modified to suit local conditions 

while conforming to certain broad rules. 

The CHAIRMAN stressed that the requirements should be defined by public health 

administrators themselves. 

Dr KAUL said that that need was fully recognized. He welcomed the stress 

placed upon it by the Chairman. 

4.9.2 Education in Medicine and Allied Subjects 

Dr KAUL said that the report on CIOMS (document EB23/AP/WP/9) gave an account 

of the establishment of CIOMS and its work programme. Initially its purpose had 

been to co-ordinate medical congresses, but it had since assumed other functions, 

such as the organizing of symposia and seminars. It had initially been sponsored 

by UNESCO and WHO, but was also obtaining subscriptions and grants frail private 

foundations and institutions. It had 55 organizations as members and four associate 

members. This unit had prepared for publication a directory of medical schools 

and was collecting further information on the medical and veterinary field. It 

was also proposed to continue the scheme for the exchange of research workers as 
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in previous years, and provision was made for an expert committee on the preventive 

aspects in the teaching of the basic medical sciences, so as to wind up the work of 

a series of previous meetings. 

Dr MOORE recalled that at the twenty-first session of the Board he had 

questioned the value of WHO continuing to support CIOMS, whose utility he did not 

doubt, but from 池ich he did not see how the Organization could derive any direct 

benefit• 

Dr KAUL pointed out that CIOMS could perform certain useful functions far more 

cheaply than WHO itself, and medical congresses were necessary for, inter alia, the 

promotion of research* If WHO withdrew its support it might be more difficult to 

discharge certain co-ordinating duties. 

CIOMS was seeking to become fully self-supporting but the prospects for 

achieving that did not seem very good, at least in the near future. At present 

WHO's grant was being used to finance the salaries of the secretariat and partly 

to finance the co-ordination of congresses. 

4.10 Editorial and Reference Services 

Dr DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, introduced the section relating to the 

Division of Editorial and Reference Services, which serviced the whole of the 

Organization. He outlined the various functions and units of that Division• 
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As the Committee was aware, the Board would be considering an organizational 

study on publications, in respect of which an extensive document would be submitted 

including information on the Division of Public Information as well as on Editorial 

and Reference Services. The present section 4.10 covered only the Official . 

Records and technical publieatîons. 

Ihe CHAIF¡MAN> referring to the paragraph on distribution and sales in 

section 4.10.0, noted with interest that a new catalogue of publicatiens had 

appeared for 1959. He hoped that it would be widely distributed and that it would 

be successful in promoting demand. 

The DEHJTY DIRBCTOR-eENERAL said that the catalogue referred to by t^e 

Caiairman was in faot a periodical publication that was widely distributed, through 

the normal channels. A publication of particular interest was the classified 

bibliography that kad appeared at the time of the Tentk World Health Assembly. 

In reply to a point raised by Professor CANAPERIA, ke stated tlaat the 

estimated printing costs relating to Editorial and Reference Services were given 

on pages 68-9 of the budget volume. The total of $ 1б5 ООО did not include 

t h e Official Reoords. the printing costs of which were shown under Organizational 

Meetings, or the Technical Report Series, the printing of wklch was charged as 

part of the cost of the expert committees and groups concerned. 
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He called attention to the fact that printing costs had gone up by 番 12 ООО 

for i960 as compared with 1959. The number of pages in the Bulletin, the Chronicle 

and the International Digest of Health Legislation had increased. However, the 

main increase, to the extent of $ 8500, was due to the increase in epidemiological 

publications,- the number of pages was in direct relation to the amount of 

information which was being received. There had also been an increase of $ 3600 

in the cost of the Technical Beport Series, although that was not mentioned in the 

table at present under consideration^ as there had been more meetings of expert 

committees and groups. The printing costs for Official Records had decreased as 

there would be no nev edition of the Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions for i960. 

Details of sales would be submitted to the -B ard for its information but were 

of course available for the Standing Committee should it só wish. 
« 

Dr ЯЕ01В considered that the salaries for the staff - of the Division of 

Editorial and Reference Services， shown on pages 6 3 - o f Official Becords No. 89 

as totalling some | 700 ООО, seemed somewhat out of proportion rto the total budget 

of the Organization. «• • • 

The DEPUTY DIEECTOE-GEHERAL explained that the Division of Editorial and 

Reference Services was not only responsible for all publications but also included 

library and translation staff. Indeed^ the requirements for translation were 

growing because of the increase in the volume of documentation^ some of which was 

also appearing in more languages than in the past. In fact, the difficulty of 

keeping abreast with all the translation that had to be done was one of the reasons 

for any delays in circulating docijmentatiori. 
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He or the Director of the Division would be glad to give any details on 

staffing. The figures for i960 represented a small increase as compared Vith 1959. 

Dr SHOIB was satisfied vith that explanation. 

In reply to a point raised by Dr METCALFE, the ВЕРШУ DIBECTOB-GENEBAL said 

that the cost per copy of the French edition of the International Digest of Health 

Legislation vas greater than for the English edition as it was in inverse 

proportion to the number of copies printed, 

Dr MOORE noted that the same applied to the reports of the Executive Board. 

1)., 11 Programme r!o-ordination 

Dr KAUL said that there vere no changes in staffing. 

红.12 Programme Evaluation 

Dr KAUL outlined the functions of Programme Evaluation, which was a small unit 

and represented a continuing activity. 

In reply to a request from Dr MOOEE for clarification as to what vork on 

methodology of evaluation involved in practice, he said that the unit was 

endeavouring to develop procedures and principles for the evaluation of the 

Organization's projects, including such joint activities as those undertaken in 

co-operation with. UNICEF and the Technical Assistance Programme, Activities in 

evaluation vere still experimental, as it vas clearly difficult to establish 

methods whereby the exact value of programmes could be assessed and to evaluate 
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any improvement in the health situation of a country. The unit vas responsible 

for co-ordinating evaluation work done at the field and regional levels and, on 

the basis of such vork^ for laying dovn principles and basic criteria to enable 

the Organization to assess projects on their completion. 

The CHAIRMAN recalled that a system of questionnaires had been evolved in the 

past for evaluating projects to see if their purpose had in fact been achieved. 

He presumed that a similar system vas still being folloved. 

Dr KA.UL confirmed that that was the case. Begular evaluation reports were 

sent to Headquarters on the various projects* 

Dr MOOEE asked what qualifications had been required of the evaluation officer 

in the unit. 

Dr KAUL said that the officer in charge of the unit vas essentially 

specialized in public health； the need had been for an officer with a statistical 

background or interest which could be applied to the public health field. The 

assistant to that officer had special knowledge of statistical methodology» 

The DIEECTOE-GEHERAL recalled that the question of programme evaluation had a 

long history in the Organization, The Official Records of the various sessions of 

the Executive Brnrâ vould provide details of that. 
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He recalled that the Sixth World Health Assembly had requested the Executive 

Board to report to the Seventh World Health Assembly on a study of programme 

analysis and evaluation. The twelfth and thirteenth sessions of the Executive 

Board had studied the matter and the Seventh World Health Assemblj^ having 

considered the Board1 s report, had requested it to prepare a further report for 

the Eighth World Health Assembly. In its reso?“ution ЕБ15 了 tte Executive Board 

haâ stated its be?uief that the results obtained by the experimental application of 

the basic principles set out had proved that those principles vere adequate for 

the progress assessment of assistance to governments and that they should be 

applied to the work of the Organization with the necessaiy acljixsiments of the 

methods on the basis of the experience gained。 Ths Eighth World Health Assembly 

had noted the report on the s budy of programme analysis and evaluation made by 

the Executive Board at its fifteenth session and had reque'sted the Director-

General to continue the application of programme analysis and evaluation to the 

vork of the Organization, He was accordingly continuing to apply programe 

evaluation ^ith^ in some cases, differing methodology^ the need for vhich had 

become apparent in practice. 

In reply to a question fron the CHAIEMAN as to vheiiber prcgraiane evaluation 

was of real value to him in the process of assessment^ he said that in tho present 

situation it was helpful in respect of tbe final reports on projects and of the 
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reactions of governments. Obviously ; no ideal method of evaluation had as yet 

been evolved where public health work was concerned^ but the methods used had 

given acceptable results and had provided him with some guidance. 

Dr MOORE emphasized how extremely difficult such work vas. From his own 

experience^ that type of evaluation tended to give an over-optimistic impression 

of 1±Le situation. 

The DIEECTOE-GENERAL stressed that the programme evaluation being undertaken 

in the Organization was essentially for internal use and for the information of 

governments. The evaluation reports were not intended for publication. 

‘.15 Supply 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, said that there was no request for any 

increase in staff for the Office of Supply in i960. He referred the Committee to 

document EB23/AF/WP/11, which gave the workload statistics for 195J-58, and called 

particular attention to page !+，lines (6) and (7), which showed an increase of 52 

and 57 Per cent, respectively in the line items of supplier and equipment purchased 

апй Ше number of shipments made. As the volume of work increased it would be 

necessary in the future to provide for more staff. 

In reply to a point raieed by the CHAIBMAN, he confirmed that it was the 

practice for WHO to make a three per cent, service charge to governments. A 

separate document on that matter would be submitted to the Executive Board. 
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The CHAIRMAN suggested that Appropriation Section 5, Begional Offices, be 

held over until a later stage in the Committee
1
s deliberatlons^ 

It vas so agreed^ 

6. Expert Committees 

There were no comments• 

8. Administrative Services 

The CHAIBMAU called attention to page 15 of document EB25/AF/WP/5; vhich 

should be read in conjunction with pages 73-82 of Official Becords No* 89» 

Mr SIEGEL, giving a general introduction to Administrative Services, said 

that he had already referred to document ЕВаз/АГ/ИР/И̂  vhich provided the 

statistical data reflecting the workload in a number of. the organizational units 

of the Administrative Services. Document EB23/AF/WP/5 shoved, on page that 

nine nev posts vere proposed for I960. 

Obe Committee vould recall that the Executive Board had been informed for 

the past two years that the administrative staff vere already overburdened vith 

worls:̂  that a considerable amount of overtime vas being done and that there would 

have to be some increase in staff if the situation continued» The administrative 

staff had increased by six and a half per cent, over the period 1955*"58. While 

the increase in vorkload of the units concerned varied, the meâian increase in the 

workload in that same period amounted to about 65 per cent. The Organization's 

resources haa increased considerably over those years and that had^ of course, 
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resulted in an increase in the workload. It vas now felt that some increase in 

administrative staff vas absolutely necessary. 

He would be glad to supply any other information required on any detailed 

points. 

8.5 Public Information 

Professor CANAP1RIA asked for clarification as to the functions of the 

consultants for which provision was made in the estimates for the Division of 

Public Information. 

Mr HANDIER, Director, Division of Public Information, explained that 

consultants were usей mainly for the preparation of booklets, articles and other 

types of information material relating to special aspects of the Organization's 

work. For instance, in 1958 Eitchie Calder had been engagea as a consultant to 

write Teu Steps Forward, vhich âealt with the first ten years of the Organization's 

existence. For 1959/ several consultants were being engaged to prepare a series 

of articles showing the importance of the malaria eradication vork carried out in 

various parts of the world. 

Consultants vere generally used on the basis of co-operation with, newspapers, 

raâio networks and film organizations, vhich. usually paid salaries. WHO was 

responsible for per diem and travel. 

The CHAIRMAN noted that there were no further conments on Administrative 

Services. 

He called the Committee's attention to documents EB23/af/WP/12 and 

which had been circulated at the request of a member of the 
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Stanaing Committee. The information therein vould Ъе incorporated in the 

Committee*s report to the Board. 

2 . ANNOUNCEMENT CONCEENIHG MALAEIA ERADICATION SPECIAL ACCOUNT 

The DIBECTOE-GENSEAL said he was glad to announce that he had been informed 

by the United States Permanent Delegation to the European Office of the United 

Nations and the specialized agencies in Genova that the United States Pexmanent 

Delegate would present him, on behalf of M s Government, with a contribution of 

I 3 ООО 000 for 1959 for the Malaria Eradication Special Account. The Present-

ation would take place in his office that afternoon at 5-30 P.m. Any members 

of the Committee who vished to attend would be welcome. 

The meeting rose at 5 . P . m . 


